Notes from Heathcote

Joe Bellamy
North of the Mississippi—

Food, Fuel and Spirit Were Sufficient; Winter Has Passed

By Rebecca & Ferdi Knowles

Pennington, Ohio

April 1, 1967

Spring widened brooklenhurrying exquisitely in sun, snow melting.

We can put in the garden in the beginning of May. Even if the soil is ready to be worked before that, it frosts too much to be safe even for hardy crops around here. Last spring we put in seed potatoes on top of sod, and under a dozen inches of snow. We waited for a month and nothing happened. We are trying to go ahead and find the spots and dig a small hole for them in the soil, so they would be in contact with the soil. The potatoes were a little late, and when we picked them and the vines, all we had to do was pull back the hay and there were the spuds ready to be gathered. We don't want anything digged. It was a good harvest over 600 lbs. This year we want more of other root crops and less potatoes.
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We Can Homestead Without “Free” Land; We Just Need Determination!

By Rose Smart

So-called "free" land is a mor­

al necessity, as is a decent money down barrier to homesteads. (con­tinued on page 2)

The Bay Area Scene

By Matthew Davis

103 LaVerne

Mill Valley, Cal.,
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ing an endless mortgage on a house that is not a true indi­

viduality whatsoever and no posi­

sible of creative living as we

saw it.

Get With It!

There are less stressful ways in which we might have under­

taken a homestead. We could have purchased a trailer and moved it onto a piece of land. We could have rented in the country. We could have purchased land

cooperatively with others, in or­

er to subdivide it and find the many costs involved in owning land split up over a larger number.
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